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What’s new?
From release 5.0, a few extra options have been added to the Catalog Export-run. First of all, in the “Selection parameters”window, when choosing the articlegroups you want in your Catalog / Export run, you are now able to sort on both the
Articlegroup-code, as well as on the Articlegroup-description.

For example, when you are looking for the articlegroup FKSS, it is far easier to sort on Articlegroup-code, you will be able to
locate it faster. Another advantage might be that you now have your Kit and Superkit after each other, because of the codes.
From the other side, when you are looking for the articlegroup Superkit, sorting on Articlegroup-description is the best option.
In this example, you can oversee the groups, and you might not need to sort, but can you imagine doing the same for 30+
articlegroups ?
Another new option, is the addition of the “Include every Status” checkbox on the Export-run window. Normally, when this
option is not checked, only articles with a specific Article Status are added in the Catalog / Export run. Which Article Status
should be included, and which not, can be set in the CCU Supervisor Module.

But sometimes, you might want to get an overview of your entire product range. Or when you want to do “custom data
checks” on the entire range, see also CCU Newsletter 01/2008. Instead of changing all Article Status, you can click the
checkbox “Include every Status”, this way all Article Status are ignored and all articles will be included in the Catalog Export
run.
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Did you know?
We often get questions about how to create files which can be used for importing prices/cross references/OE
references/attributes into CCU. The easiest option is to use Microsoft Excel. First we need to create a list in Excel, where the
first column contains a valid articlenumber and the second column contains the data to be imported. This can then be
exported to a CSV file. Because fields in CCU can contain commas, the best option is to set the list separator to semicolon
“;”. This needs to be specified in Windows.
Because most people use Windows XP, we will demonstrate how to do this in this Windows version. Should you want to
know how to do the same in another version of Microsoft Windows, or you cannot get it to work, please contact our helpdesk.
To make Excel ready for exporting the files you created, go to the Windows Control Panel, which can mostly be found when
you click the Start Button and then choose the option “Control Panel”. Now choose “Regional and Language Options”.

When the window pops up, choose “Customize”.
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At the newly opened window, select the comma as decimal symbol and a semicolon as list separator. After clicking the “OK”button several times, the settings are now prepared for exporting the appropriate files from Excel. When we now create an
Excel file like in the example below, we can do the export:

When you are ready, go to “File, Save As...” and choose in the dropdown box “Save as type:”, the value “CSV (Comma
delimited)(*.csv)”.
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Now click “Save”, “OK”, and “Yes”. If everything went well, the file looks like this (you can check this by opening the CSV file
in a simple text editor like Notepad):

This file is ready to be imported into CCU.
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Highlights
In CCU, there is an option to colour levels in the article tree. This can help CCU users making it easier to notice the
difference between the levels. Below an example of how this looks:

Without using the colours, it is hard to see whether you are working in the “Track Control Arm” Front or Rear, especially
when there are so many articles, you cannot see the level header anymore. This highlighting of levels can be set by a
Supervisor, who can specify per level which colours should be used and per user whether he/she would like to use the
colours.
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